FRESHWATER LISTENING

PROGRAM

NOVEMBER 17-18 2018
ACOUSTIC SANCTUARY
FRYERSTOWN COMMUNITY SCHOOL
TATE GALLERY
JAARA JAARA COUNTRY, VICTORIA
FREE TWO DAY EVENT

ROS BANDT | LEAH BARCLAY | ANDREW SKEOCH
GEORGIA SNOWBALL | VICKI HALLETT | ELISA STONE

WWW.ACOUSTICECOLOGY.COM.AU
FRESHWATER LISTENING - SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 2018

VENUE: FRYERSTOWN COMMUNITY SCHOOL AND TATE GALLERY
PARKING, FACILITIES, LUNCHES (BOOKINGS ONLINE), TALKS, EXHIBITION, SOUND EVENT.
SIGN UP FOR ACOUSTIC SANCTUARY SOUND WALKS, UNDERWATER DAM LISTENINGS
(BYO HEADPHONES, RECORDER AND HYDROPHONES FOR SOUND WALKS AND WORKSHOPS)

WELCOME TO COUNTRY + OPENING

WELCOME TO COUNTRY
DR ROS BANDT, FRESHWATER LISTENING DIRECTOR
DR LEAH BARCLAY, AFAE PRESIDENT

BOX IRONBARK FRESHWATER LISTENING :: ACOUSTIC SANCTUARY

ANDREW SKEOCH :: WILDLIFE SOUND RECORDING
LEAH BARCLAY :: LOW DAM, HYDROPHONE LISTENING
VICKI HALLETT :: TOP DAM: HYDROPHONE LISTENING
ROS BANDT :: AEOLIAN HARPS SINGING COUNTRY SOUND SCULPTURE

LUNCH

LUNCH AT FRYERSTOWN SCHOOL
(EMAIL FRYERSTOWN@GMAIL.COM TO BOOK)

WAYS OF LISTENING

LEAH BARCLAY :: FRESHWATER ECOACOUSTICS
ANDREW SKEOCH :: LISTENING TO THE EARTH, RECORDING NATURE
ARTIST TALKS: EXHIBITION FRESHWATER LISTENING
GEORGIA SNOWBALL, VICKI HALLETT, ROS BANDT AND ELISA STONE (PHOTOGRAMS, UNDERWATER NIGHT IMAGES) AND MANDY JEAN (LISTENING TO THE VINE, A WATER INSTALLATION AND INSECTORIUM, SPONSOR AND OWNER OF THE NEARBY GUILDFORD WINERY).

AFTERNOON TEA BREAK

ARTIST NETWORKING + REHEARSAL FOR SUNDAY CONCERT

EXHIBITION OPENING

LEAH BARCLAY :: 20 YEARS OF ACOUSTIC ECOLOGY IN AUSTRALIA
ROS BANDT :: FRESHWATER LISTENING EXHIBITION

DINNER AT 5 FLAGS HOTEL CAMPBELLS CREEK
RESERVATIONS ON (03) 5472 1010
FRESHWATER LISTENING - SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 2018

VENUE: FRYERSTOWN COMMUNITY SCHOOL AND TATE GALLERY
PARKING, FACILITIES, LUNCHES (BOOKINGS ONLINE), TALKS, EXHIBITION, SOUND EVENT.
SIGN UP FOR ACOUSTIC SANCTUARY SOUND WALKS, UNDERWATER DAM LISTENINGS
(BYO HEADPHONES, RECORDER AND HYDROPHONES FOR SOUND WALKS AND WORKSHOPS)

FRYERSTOWN SCHOOL + TATE GALLERY
EXHIBITION, LISTENING, SITE WALKS TO ACOUSTIC SANCTUARY 10:30 AM
WITH GROUP LEADERS AS FOR SATURDAY. FOLLOW COLOURED RIBBON WALK WITH TEAM LEADER.

LUNCH
LUNCH AT FRYERSTOWN SCHOOL 1:00 PM
(EMAIL FRYERSTOWNCHOOL@GMAIL.COM TO BOOK)

FRESHWATER TUNING
COLLABORATIVE IMPROVISATION – FIND YOUR PLACE IN THE 2:30 PM
SCORE. CONSULT WITH MARK PEDERSEN, (SPEAKER ARRAY), ROS 3:00 PM
BANDT (CONCEPT, SCORE, LIVE PERFORMED SOUND CO- 3:30 PM
ORDINATOR) AND LEAH BARCLAY (SOUNDSCAPES AND LIVE MIX).

FRESHWATER SOUNDING :: CELEBRATE FRESHWATER 3:00 PM
PARTICIPATORY COLLABORATIVE SOUND WORK. BRING A SOUND YOU
HAVE HEARD OR RECORDED IN THE BOX IRONBARK WATER PRECINCTS
THIS WEEKEND. SURROUND-SOUND MULTICHANNEL PERFORMANCE
WITH ROS BANDT, VICKI HALLETT & LEAH BARCLAY. ALL INVITED TO
PARTICIPATE, BRING SOUNDS THAT ENHANCE AND CAN DISSOLVE
INTO THE FRESHWATER UNDERWATER RECORDINGS FROM THE
REGION.

AFTERNOON TEA AND CLOSING 4:00 PM

THANKS TO ALL THE HELPERS AT THE FRYERSTOWN SCHOOL, ACOUSTIC SANCTUARY,
FURNITURE SHIFTERS, GALLERY INSTALLERS AND SITTERS, THE WALK LEADERS, SPEAKERS,
SCIENTISTS, SOUND RECORDISTS, ARTISTS, MUSICIANS SPEAKER AND VIDEO INSTALLERS,
PHOTOGRAPHERS, SOUND ENGINEERS, LISTENERS, DOCUMENTERS, ALL FRIENDS AND HELPERS.
SPONSORS: AFAE (ACOUSTICECOLOGY.COM.AU) GUILDFORD VINEYARD
(GUILDFORDVINEYARD.COM.AU), YOUR HOSTS: ROS BANDT & LEAH BARCLAY
(HEARINGPLACES.COM) ACOUSTIC SANCTUARY (HEARINGJAARAJAARA2013.WORDPRESS.COM)
12 MONTH JAARAJAARA 7 SEASONS AUDIO VISUAL CALENDAR.
ENQUIRIES: ROS BANDT 0401957790 | FRYERSTOWN FUNDRAISER SCHOOL LUNCH BOOKINGS
ESSENTIAL BOTH DAYS. LET US CELEBRATE AND CARE FOR OUR PRECIOUS FRESHWATER